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● Sustain conversation within the
discipline, beyond the convention
● Develop a personal profile and
online presence
● Share scholarship and teaching
materials in new ways

+

What kinds of items can I deposit with CORE?

abstract, article, bibliography, book, book chapter,
catalog, chart, code or software, conference
publication, course material or learning objects,
data set, documentary, dissertation, essay, fictional
work, finding aid, image, interview, map, music,
performance, photograph, podcast, presentation,
report, review, syllabus, technical report, thesis,
translation, video essay, visual art.

What file types does CORE accept?

Audio: .mp3, .ogg, .wav
Data: .csv, .ods, .sxc, .tsv, .xls, .xlsx
Image: .gif, .jpeg, .jpg, .png, .psd, .tiff
Mixed material or software: .gz, .rar, .tar, .zip
Text: .doc, .docx, .htm, .html, .odp, .odt, .pdf,
.pps, .ppt, .pptx, .rdf, .rtf, .sxi, .sxw, .txt, .wpd,
.xml
◉ Video: .f4v, .flv, .mov, .mp4
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

Creative Commons & other licenses

Everything gets a DOI

Plus:

Humanities Commons is open acess,
open source & open to all

a partnership of
not-for-profit
scholarly societies

What Can You
Do on
Humanities
Commons?

Develop a
personal profile

Personalized suggestions
based on academic
interests

Group
collections
from CORE
Group
members get
email
notifications

What Can You
Do on
Humanities
Commons?
Filter by society
membership of
authors

Melissa Terras, “The Impact of Social Media on the Dissemination of
Research,” Journal of Digital Humanities, Vol. 1, No. 3, Summer 2012.

Open access scholarship + social networks

Social sharing

Discoverability
◉
◉
◉
◉

Indexed in BASE (OA Button and UnPaywall)
Indexed by Google Scholar
Indexed by Altmetric
Indexed by SHARE

What motivates users to deposit
◉ I wanted my work to be freely accessible
◉ I wanted my work to be more visible on the
Internet
◉ I wanted to try a nonprofit alternative to
commercial ventures
◉ I was attracted by the focus on the humanities
◉ I wanted my work to have a DOI/Persistent URL

What makes CORE useful to you?
◉
◉
◉
◉

It is freely accessible
The materials are relevant to my research
It includes interdisciplinary materials
It contains a broad range of types of scholarly
work

Future development
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

Interoperability
Versions
Annotation/conversation within CORE
ORCID integration
Thoughtful, more robust metrics
Digital publishing project with CORE and custom
wordpress site

Help us spread the
word!
Let your faculty, grad students,
undergrads, and fellow librarians
know about Humanities Commons.

Questions?
◉
◉
◉
◉

hcommons.org
team.hcommons.org
@humcommons on Twitter
hello@hcommons.org

Thank you!

